RALEIGH
THE ALL-STEEL BICYCLE
JUNIOR CYCLES
1959 RANGE
RALEIGH JUNIOR CYCLES FOR 1959

The Range of Raleigh Juniors is ideally suitable for Children of all ages.

All models are fitted with DUNLOP tyres and best quality saddle, two tone on 18” and 19½” Juniors.

Why not give the Children additional pleasure by specifying STURMEY-ARCHER 3-speed gear?

A product of Raleigh Industries Ltd Nottingham

RALEIGH “WINKIE” DE LUXE TRICYCLE

Model 32 DL.

Ball-bearing and built throughout on the finest engineering principles. Finished in Black and Yellow or Blue and Yellow. Complete with Luggage Boot, Telescopic Control Handle and DUNLOP ‘Airsprung’ tyres. OTHER MODELS also available.
**RALEIGH DAWN**

**Model 11 (Girl's 11L).**

**Frame:** Boy's 21", 23".
Girl's 21".

**Wheels:** 26".

**Crank:** 6\(\frac{1}{2}\)".

BROOKS' Spring saddle, DUNLOP tyres, White wall. Available in Black enamel or Rich Burgundy finish.

---

**RALEIGH TRENT TOURIST**

**Model 29L (Boy's 29).**

**Frame:** 19\(\frac{1}{2}\)", 21", 23".

**Wheels:** 26".

**Crank:** 6\(\frac{1}{2}\)".

BROOKS' Spring Saddle, DUNLOP tyres, White wall. "All-Rounder" handlebar, adjustable stem. Available in Royal Carmine or Electric Blue finish, peak head, also Black enamel for 21", 23" frames.
RALEIGH “WENDY” JUNIOR

Model 34L.
Frame: 18”.
Wheels: 24”.
Crank: 5½”.
Brakes: RALEIGH CALLIPER.
Handlebar: “All-Rounder,” adjustable stem.
Finish: Electric Blue.
Powder Blue details.
Boy’s Model 34 “SPACE RIDER,” available in Black or Carmine finish, peak head.

RALEIGH JUNIOR

Model 40.
Frame: 19½”.
Wheels: 26”.
Crank: 5¼”.
Brakes: RALEIGH CALLIPER.
Handlebar: “All-Rounder,” adjustable stem.
Finish: Black enamel or Carmine, peak head.
Girl’s Model 40L, available in Electric Blue finish, Powder Blue details.

EASY TERMS AVAILABLE
RALEIGH “WENDY” JUNIOR

Model 30L
(Boy’s 30 “SPACE RIDER”)
Frame: 16”.
Wheels: 20”.
Cranes: 4”.
Brakes: Roller Lever.
Finish: Royal Carmine or Mediterranean Blue.

Note: For slightly older children, Models 31 (Boy’s “SPACE RIDER”) and 31L (Girl’s "WENDY") are available with 18” frame, 24” wheels, 5½” cranks.

RALEIGH JUNIOR

Model 33 (Girl’s 33L).
Frame: 19½”.
Wheels: 26”.
Cranes: 5½”.
Brakes: Roller Lever.
Finish: Royal Carmine, or Mediterranean Blue.

IN ALL RALEIGH MODELS
NO BICYCLE IS COMPLETE WITHOUT

STURMEY ARCHER

GEARS

 DYNOHUB HUB

LIGHTING

EQUIPMENT

4-SPEED GEARS

COMBINED GEAR & 'DYNOHUB' UNIT

3-SPEED GEARS

TAIL LAMP

DRY BATTERY

UNIT

ROADSTER HEADLAMPS

GH6 'DYNOHUB' UNIT

SPORTS HEADLAMPS